Functional MRI and neuropsychological evidence for language plasticity before and after surgery in one patient with left temporal lobe epilepsy.
This study explores the language reorganization before and after surgery in a 55-year-old right-handed female patient presenting with left temporal refractory epilepsy. Two aspects of language were explored, phonological and semantic, by using neuropsychological assessments and fMRI protocols. To assess the possible reorganization of language, fMRI results for B.L. were compared with results obtained in a group of healthy control subjects (results not presented in detail). According to our results and compared with healthy subjects, B.L. shows reorganization of temporal regions only. The reorganization had various patterns according to the task. Before surgery, neuropsychological testing in B.L. revealed impairment in phonological abilities and fMRI suggested right temporal involvement (interhemisphere reorganization) during the phonological task; semantic abilities were unaltered and fMRI showed bilateral activation of temporal regions during the semantic task. After surgery, the phonological deficit disappeared and fMRI showed left perilesional location of temporal activation (intrahemispheric reorganization); semantic abilities remain preserved and temporal activation remained located bilaterally but predominantly to the right during the semantic task. Our results suggest that cerebral reorganization of language depends on the language operation tested. Moreover, the results underline the importance of differential assessment of language operations and show functional reorganization after beneficial surgery in an older patient.